Abstract. We investigate the connection between the linear harmonic oscillator equation and some classes of second order nonlinear ordinary differential equations of Liénard and generalized Liénard type, which physically describe important oscillator systems. By using a method inspired by quantum mechanics, and which consist on the deformation of the phase space coordinates of the harmonic oscillator, we generalize the equation of motion of the classical linear harmonic oscillator to several classes of strongly non-linear differential equations. The first integrals, and a number of exact solutions of the corresponding equations are explicitly obtained. The devised method can be further generalized to derive explicit general solutions of nonlinear second order differential equations unrelated to the harmonic oscillator. Applications of the obtained results for the study of the travelling wave solutions of the reaction-convection-diffusion equations, and of the large amplitude free vibrations of a uniform cantilever beam are also presented. Math Subject Classification: 34A05: 34A34: 34A25: 70K40
Introduction
An important equation in mathematical physics is the Liénard type ordinary second order nonlinear differential equation of the form [1] x(t) + f (x)ẋ(t) + g(x) = 0,
where a dot represents the derivative with respect to the time t, and f and g are arbitrary C 1 functions of x. Together with its generalization, the Levinson-Smith type equation [2] x(t) + f (x,ẋ)ẋ(t) + g(x) = 0,
where f is an arbitrary function of x andẋ, the Liénard equation plays an important role in many areas of physics, biology and engineering [3] . The mathematical properties of these types of equations have been intensively investigated from both mathematical and physical point of view, and their study remains an active field of research in mathematical physics [4] - [10] . One of the major scientific and engineering applications of the generalized Liénard type equations is the mathematical study of a large number of non-linear oscillations, which can be described bÿ
where f , g and h are arbitrary C 1 functions. In many practical situations the function f (ẋ) can be approximated as
where α, β, γ, δ are constants [11, 12] . From a physical point of view the Liénard equation can be interpreted as the mathematical generalization of the equation of the damped oscillations,
with γ = constant and ω 2 = constant, respectively [13] . For γ = 0 we obtain the equation of the linear harmonic oscillator, which represents one of the fundamental equations of both classical and quantum physics. Generally, a linear oscillation can be described by the second order ordinary differential equation [13] x + f (t)ẋ + g(t)x = 0.
The second order linear equation describing the oscillations of a complex physical system can be reduced to a Riccati equation [14, 15, 16] . Hence the solutions of the Riccati equation corresponding to the given oscillator can be used to study the linear oscillations of classical systems. By using N. Euler's theorem on the integrability of the general anharmonic oscillator equation [17] , three distinct classes of general solutions of the highly nonlinear second order ordinary differential equation
were presented in [18] . A class of exact solutions for the Liénard type ordinary non-linear differential equation was obtained in [19] . In order to obtain the solutions, the second order Liénard type differential equation is transformed into a second kind Abel type first order differential equation. With the use of an exact integrability condition for the Abel equation (the Chiellini lemma) [20] , the exact general solution of the Abel equation can be obtained, thus leading to a class of exact solutions of the Liénard equation, expressed in a parametric form. The Chiellini integrability condition was also extended to the case of the generalized Abel equation. As an application of the integrability condition the exact solutions of some particular Liénard type equations, including a generalized van der Pol type equation, were explicitly obtained. The connection between dissipative nonlinear second order differential equations and the Abel equations, which in its first kind form have only cubic and quadratic terms, were considered in [21] . By using the integrability criterion of Chiellini, the general solution of the corresponding integrable dissipative equations was obtained. Through a modified factorization method nonsingular parametric oscillators, which are Darboux related to the classical harmonic oscillator, and have periodic dissipative/gain features, have been identified [22] . Note that the same method was also applied to the upside-down (hyperbolic) "oscillator". For these oscillators the obtained Darboux partners show transient underdamped features. Some basic results in the integrability of the Abel equations were reformulated and expanded in [23] . An interesting nonlinear oscillator, which is described by a Liénard type equation, and which has a number of interesting characteristics, isẍ
The mathematical properties of this equation have been studied extensively in [24] - [30] . Eq. (8) can also be considered as a generalized Emden-type equation. It has the interesting property that for λ 1 > 0 nonisolated periodic orbits can be explicitly obtained. These periodic orbits, which are of conservative Hamiltonian type, have the interesting property that the frequency of the damped oscillations is completely independent of their amplitude. Moreover, they continue to have the same value as the one corresponding to the linear harmonic oscillator [24] . In [25] it was shown that Eq. (8) is integrable for λ 1 = 0. Eq. (8) can be solved either explicitly, or by quadratures. It also turns out that it can be equivalently described in terms of some time-independent Hamiltonian functions. A particular case of Eq. (8),
was studied in [26] . Eq. (9) has also the uncommon property that the frequency of oscillation of the corresponding oscillator is independent of its amplitude. This property is specific for linear harmonic oscillators, and it is not a general characteristic of nonlinear oscillator equations. An oscillator possessing the property of independence of frequency from amplitude is also known as an isochronous oscillator [27] . The isochronicity property of Eq. (9) can be related to its main characteristic, namely that it can be transformed through a nonlocal transformation [26] 
to the linear harmonic oscillator equation,
A more general non-local transformation,
as applied to the linear harmonic oscillation equation, generates a nonlinear Liénard type differential equation of the form [26] x + 2f + xf
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to x. One can also consider more general nonlocal transformations, defined as [26] 
leading to the equation
where g ′ = dg/dx. A simple and efficient procedure to construct higher dimensional isochronous Hamiltonian systems, called the Ω-modified procedure, was developed in [28] . By using this procedure it was shown that a class of singular Hamiltonian systems is equivalent to constrained Newtonian systems. The procedure was first proven for two dimensional dynamical systems, and then extended to the case of N-dimensional systems. It was also shown that, depending on the choice of the system parameters, the considered systems admit two types of solutions: isochronous, and amplitude independent quasiperiodic solutions, respectively. The quantization of the nonlinear oscillators of type (5) was considered in [29] and [30] , respectively.
A very powerful method of solving the differential equation,
where f i (x, y), i = 1, 2, 3 are arbitrary functions, was proposed in [31] . This method is as follows: assume that f 3 = f 3 (y) and f 2 = f 2 (x). Then, provided that f 1 has the form
where q(x) is arbitrary, and Z ′ (y) :
, the general solution of Eq. (16) is y = J(r, s), where r and s are variable independent solutions of the linear equation
and the function J is any solution of the system
In [32] it was shown that Eq. 16) can be transformed into a first order equation, instead to a second order linear equations. Using this transformation, a first integral of Eq. (16) can be found. The results of [32] were generalized in [33] , where a method for finding the complete first integral of the Eq.(16) was obtained, in the case when the coefficients f i , i = 1, 2, 3 fulfil a certain condition.
A method for obtaining a first integral of a Liénard type equation of the formẍ
where f (x) is an arbitrary C 1 function, was introduced in [34] . The method is based on the introduction of a first order linear "generating equation" for a complex function X = X (x,ẋ), which is equivalent to the equation of the linear harmonic oscillator, and by considering a "deformation" of this equation by means of the substitutionẋ
It is the purpose of the present paper to generalize the approach introduced in [34] . First, by introducing, in analogy to the quantum mechanical treatment, two "creation" and "annihilation" functions a = a (x,ẋ, ω) and a + = a + (x,ẋ, ω), ω = constant, respectively, we define a generating function X = X (a, a + ), satisfying a given particular differential equation. For a specific choice of a and a + it follows that x satisfies the simple linear harmonic oscillator equation, whose solution can be therefore obtained by using only the properties of the functions a and a + . By introducing a general "deformation" of the space-phase coordinates (x,ẋ) so that
andẋ
with f and g being arbitrary C 1 functions of t, x, andẋ, we construct the corresponding deformations of the functions a (x,ẋ, ω) →ã x,ẋ, ω and a + (x,ẋ, ω) →ã + x,ẋ, ω , respectively. By imposing the condition thatX =X (ã,ã + ) satisfies the same equation as in the case of the harmonic oscillator, a large class of non-linear Liénard, or generalized Liénard, type differential equations can be generated. These equations represent a non-linear extension of the harmonic oscillator equation, and their first integral can be easily obtained. Therefore the exact solution of several distinct classes of ordinary second order non-linear differential equations can be obtained in an exact analytical form.
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the problem of the linear harmonic oscillator, by using methods from quantum mechanics, and applying them to the classical case. The solution generating first order differential equation, and its solution are explicitly presented. In Section 3 we consider the phase space deformation of the coordinates x andẋ. The resulting differential equations, and their first integrals are explicitly presented. The exact solution of some nonlinear differential equations are also obtained. We present a number of possibilities of further generalizing our results in Section 4. Some physical and engineering applications are briefly analyzed in Section 5. We discuss and conclude our results in Section 6.
The linear harmonic oscillator
The equation of motion of the linear harmonic oscillator is given bÿ
Based on the analogy with quantum mechanics [35] we introduce two complex "creation" and "annihilation" functions a(t) and a + (t), defined as
and
respectively, where * denotes complex conjugation, and x(t) is a solution of Eq. (24) . Due to their definition, and the equation of motion of the harmonic oscillator, the functions a and a + have the properties
respectively. We introduce now the solution generating function X defined as
It follows that Eq. (24) is equivalent with the solution generating equation [34] ,Ẋ (t) = −2iωX(t).
Indeed, Eq. (30) givesȧ
or, with the use of Eq. (28),ȧ
from which Eq. (24) can be immediately obtained. Eq. (30) has the general solution
where α is an arbitrary constant of integration. Therefore from
we obtain the first order linear differential equatioṅ
with the general solution x(t) = A sin (ωt + α), where A is an arbitrary constant of integration. Therefore we have obtained the general solution of the equation of motion of the linear harmonic oscillator by using the solution generating Eq. (30), and the definitions of the "creation" and "annihilation" functions a(t) and a + (t), respectively. In [36] and [37] an alternative factorization of the Hamiltonian of the quantum harmonic oscillator was considered. This factorization leads to the construction of a specific two-parameter self-adjoint operator, from which the standard harmonic oscillator equation can be recovered in certain limits of the model parameters.
In the case x = 0,ẋ = 0, we have X(t) = 1, a = a + . Then, from Eq. (33) it follows that the oscillating system reaches the position x = 0 at time moments given by
Generalizing the linear harmonic oscillator equation by deforming the function a(t)
In the present Section we will generalize the form of the functions a and a + , and consequently of the solution generating function X, by "deforming" the phase -space coordinates x andẋ according to Eqs. (22) and (23). The deformation of the phase space coordinates will induce a deformation of the "creation" and "annihilation" functions a (x,ẋ) and a + (x,ẋ) of the linear harmonic oscillator. Therefore under the deformation of the coordinates the "creation" function a transforms as
We will continue to assume that the "deformed" operatorX, given byX 
with the general solution given bỹ
The equationã
gives the first integral of Eq. (39). Let F (t, x,ẋ,ẍ) = 0 a second order ordinary differential equation. A relation of the form Φ (t, x,ẋ) = C, where C is a constant, and x is a solution of the equation
The procedure based on the "creation", "annihilation" and generating functions allows us to obtain the first integrals, and therefore the exact solutions of a large class of ordinary non-linear differential equations, including Liénard and generalized Liénard type equations. The most general deformation of the function a(t) involves the presence of two arbitrary C 1 functions f and g. The case f (t, x,ẋ) ≡ 0, g (t, x,ẋ) ≡ 0 corresponds to the case of the simple harmonic oscillator. For g (t, x,ẋ) ≡ 0, and f (t, x,ẋ) ≡ x we reobtain the equation presented in [34] .
If the function g (t, x,ẋ) satisfies the conditions
similarly to the case of the simple harmonic oscillator it follows that X = 1, and the non-linear system passes through the point x+g (t, x,ẋ) = 0 at the same time intervals as the simple harmonic oscillator passes through the point x = 0. In the following we will assume that f and g are independent C 1 functions of the independent coordinate t, of the function x, and oḟ x, respectively. By adopting specific forms for the functions f and g we will investigate the corresponding classes of equations, and their solutions.
a(t) =ẋ(t) + f (t) − iω [x(t) + g(t)]
As a first case for the generalization of the equation of the linear harmonic oscillations we consider the equation obtained by deforming the phase space coordinates x(t) andẋ(t) so that x(t) → x(t) + g(t) anḋ x(t) →ẋ(t) + f (t), where f (t) and g(t) are arbitrary C 1 functions of time. Therefore the function a(t) becomes
Then the solution generating equation Eq. (30) is equivalent with the second order non-linear differential equation
Eq. (44) has the first integral,
which follows from X(t) = a(t)/a + (t) = e −2i(ωt+α) . Therefore the general solution of Eq. (44) is given by
where A is an arbitrary constant of integration.
3.1.1. Particular case 1: g(t) ≡ 0 If g(t) ≡ 0, Eq. (44) takes the form
with the first integral given bẏ
Therefore the general solution of Eq. (47) is given by
As a simple application of the solution given by Eq. (49) we consider the case f (t) = f 0 sin (ωt + α), with f 0 constant. Then Eq. (47) takes then the form
with the general solution given by
3.1.2. Particular case 2:
If the function g(t) has the simple functional form
The general solution of Eq. (54) is given by
As a second case of the deformation of the function a we consider that a(t) is of the form
where f (x) and g(x) are arbitrary C 1 functions of x. The differential equation satisfied by x(t) can be obtained from Eq. (30) as
where a prime denotes the derivative with respect to the argument of the functions f and g, respectively. Eq. (57) has the first integral
3.2.1. Particular case 3: g(x) = (β − 1) x, f (x) = −γx + δx n As an example of the application of the previous results we assume that the functions g(x) and f (x) have the functional forms
where n, β, γ, δ = constants, and n ∈ N > 1. With these choices Eq. (57) takes the form
The first integral Eq. (58) becomeṡ
Therefore the general solution of Eq. (60) is given by
3.2.2. Particular case 4: g(x) ≡ 0 In the case g(x) ≡ 0, Eq. (57) reduces tö
Eq. (63) is a standard Liénard type equation. The first integral of this equation can be obtained from the condition a(t) = a + (t)e −2i(ωt+α)
Equations of the form (63) and (64) were considered in [34] , where it was shown that Eq. (63) can be exactly solved if the function f (x) is of the form [34] f (
with n, β and δ constants. By assuming that
where µ and ν are constants, Eq. (63) becomes
Eq. (68) is a Riccati type differential equation [14] . With the help of the transformation
where v is a new C 2 function, Eq. (68) can be transformed to a linear second order differential equation,
By introducing a new independent variable τ defined as
Eq. (70) takes the form 
where C 1 and C 2 are arbitrary constants of integration.
It is important to note that for ν = 0 Eq. (67) reduces to the Modified Emden Equation Eq. (5), whose properties have been studied in detail in [24] - [26] and [29, 30] 
Therefore the general solution of Eq. (74) is given by
= A sin(ωt + α).
In the case g(x) = g 0 x n , g 0 , n constants, Eq. (74) takes the form
With the choice
where f (ẋ) and g (ẋ) are arbitrary functions ofẋ, the solution generating equation Eq. (30) is equivalent to the following non-linear generalized Liénard type equation,
Eq. (80) has the first integral
3.3.1. Particular case 6: g(ẋ) ≡ 0 In the particular case g(ẋ) ≡ 0, we obtain the differential equation
The general solution of Eq. (82) can be obtained by using the first integralẋ
As an example we consider that the function f (ẋ) is of the form
with b an arbitrary constant. For this choice of f (ẋ), Eq. (82) takes the form 1 4ẍ
where c 1 is an arbitrary constant of integration.
Particular case 7: f (ẋ) ≡ 0
In the case f (ẋ) ≡ 0, we obtain
respectively. With g (ẋ) = cẋ, Eq. (87) becomes
a(t)
Finally, we consider the general deformation of the space phase coordinates x andẋ by assuming a general dependence of the functions f and g on all coordinates t, x andẋ, respectively. The analysis of this case is straightforward, and represents a generalization of all the particular cases of deformations previously considered. Therefore we summarize the main results of our paper by formulating the following Theorem. Let f = f (t, x,ẋ) and g = g (t, x,ẋ) be two C 1 arbitrary functions of the independent variable t, of the dependent variable x, and of its derivativeẋ, respectively. Then the second order ordinary differential equation for x, ∂f (t, x,ẋ) ∂ẋ
has the first integral
Further generalizations
In the present Section we briefly consider the possibility of extending the method presented in this paper to the case of other types of differential equations. This can be done by generalizing the solution generating equation Eq. (30) to other integrable cases. For example, the solution generating exactly integrable equatioṅ
generates, for
the non-linear differential equation
The general solution of Eq. (93) is given by
and therefore Eq. (95) has the first integral
By deforming the phase space coordinates by introducing the functions f and g, from Eq. (93) several classes of non-linear differential equations, as well as their first integrals, can be generated.
Another possibility of generalizing the previous formalism is to consider that the oscillation frequency of the oscillator is a function of time, ω = ω(t), that is, to start with the generating function
Then the generating equationẊ(t) + 2iω(t)X(t) = 0 is equivalent with the differential equation
which has the first integral
The time deformation of the phase space coordinates in Eq. (98), x(t) → x(t)+g(t),ẋ(t) →ẋ(t)+f (t) generates the differential equation
The systematic study of these types of differential equations will be performed in a future study.
In the case of the linear harmonic oscillator the quantity H = aa + represents the conserved energy of the system. For the non-linear generalization of the harmonic oscillator considered in the present paper one can define the energy of the oscillator as
The time variation of the energy is given by
It is interesting to note that the energy is conserved not only for f = g ≡ 0, but also for deformations of the phase space coordinates that satisfy the conditionġ = f .
Applications in Physics and Engineering
As we have already mentioned, Eq. (67) represents an integrable generalization of the equation of anharmonic oscillations Eq. (5), which arises in a large number of physical problems (see [26] and references therein). From a physical point of view Eq. (67) describes the motion of a point particles under the influence of dissipation, described by a term of the form (3µx + ν/x)ẋ, and an exterior anharmonic force ω 2 x+µ 2 x 3 +ν 2 /x. By using the obtained results several generalizations of the Rayleigh equation [12] ,
describing non-linear systems with one degree of freedom, admitting auto-oscillations, can also be solved exactly. In the following we will briefly present some physical and engineering applications of the methods introduced in the present paper in two areas of physics and engineering: travelling waves in reaction-convectiondiffusion systems, and the approximate solution of the equation describing large-amplitude non-linear oscillations of a uniform cantilever beam carrying an intermediate lumped mass and rotary inertia, respectively.
Travelling wave solutions in reaction-convection-diffusion systems
From a mathematical point of view reaction-convection-diffusion equations represents a particular class of second order non-linear partial differential equations, which play a very important role in many areas of physics, chemistry, engineering and biology. A large number of distinct phenomena, including heat transfer, combustion, reaction chemistry, fluid dynamics, plasma physics, soil-moisture, foam drainage, crystal growth, biological population genetics, cellular ecology, tumor growth, neurology, synergy etc. can be described mathematically by using reaction -convection -diffusion equations [39] - [43] . The general class of reaction -convection -diffusion equations is given by [39, 42] 
where u = u(t, x), and the function D(u) plays the role of the diffusion coefficient, B(u) may be viewed as a nonlinear convective flux function, and Q(u) is the reaction function, respectively. Particular classes of reaction-convection-diffusion equations are the Fisher, or the logistic equation, the Newell-Whitehead, or amplitude equation, the Zeldovich equation, and the Nagumo or the bistable equation [42] . Reaction-diffusion equations have usually the important property of admitting travelling wave solutions [39] - [43] . Travelling wave phenomena have been observed, or produced experimentally, in a large number of natural reaction, convection and diffusion processes, and they play an important role, from both theoretical and experimental point of view, in many fields of physics, chemistry, biology, and engineering. By introducing a phase variable ξ = x − V f t, where V f = constant ≥ 0 is a constant wave velocity, and by assuming that u = u (x − V f t), Eq. (106) takes the form of a second order non-linear differential equation of the form
where
Eq. (107) has the same mathematical form as Eq. (57). Therefore it follows that if the reaction function D(u), the convection function B(u) and the reaction function Q(u) can be represented in terms of two arbitrary function f (u) and g(u) as
then the general reaction-convection-diffusion equation Eq. (107) has the first integral
Concentration-dependent diffusion, convection, and reaction coefficients are used to model mass transfer phenomena in polymer membranes [44] , as well as water sorption in a polymer matrix composite [45, 46] . Several functional forms for the concentration dependence of the diffusion, convection and reaction functions have been proposed, and used to model various phenomena, including the very simple form of a linear dependence of the diffusion function
where D 0 and k D are constants [44] . 5.1.1. The case g(u) = (β − 1)u and f (u) = −γu + δu 2 As an application of the above results on the exact integrability of the reaction-convection-diffusion equations, we consider the simple case
respectively, where β, γ and δ are constants. Thus we obtain
giving
where D 0 is an arbitrary constant of integration. With this choice of the reaction, convection and diffusion functions, Eq. (107) has the first integral
and has the exact travelling wave solution
Hence we have obtained an exact travelling wave solution of the general reaction-convection-diffusion Eq. (107), under the assumptions of a specified form of D(u), B(u) and Q(u). If the coefficients β and ω satisfy the condition βω = 1, then the general solution of the reactionconvection-diffusion equation (107) with diffusion, convection and reaction functions (118)-(120) is given by
.
Large amplitude free vibrations of a uniform cantilever beam
Many engineering structures can be modelled as a slender, flexible cantilever beam, which at an intermediate point along its span carries a lumped mass with rotary inertia [47] . In the linear theory the vibrations of a cantilever beam are usually analyzed by introducing the approximation that assumes that the frequency of the free vibrations is independent of the amplitude of the motion, that is, that the system is isochronous. This approximation is valid only when the amplitude of the oscillations is relatively small. However, since beam systems are slender and flexible, their flexural vibrations often have relatively large amplitudes. Due to their mathematical complexity, such nonlinear problems do not allow an exact solution, and therefore approximate techniques must be used for their study. In [47] , to obtain the approximate solution to the period of oscillation of the cantilever beam the single-term harmonic balance method, and the two terms harmonic balance method was used. Several approximate or semi-analytical mathematical methods have been developed for the study of the free large amplitude nonlinear oscillations of a slender, inextensible cantilever beam, like the homotopy perturbation method [48] , modified LindstedtPoincare methods [49, 50] , and the Optimal Homotopy Asymptotic Method [51] . In [52] six different analytical methods are applied to solve the dynamic model of the large amplitude non-linear oscillation equation.
In the following we adopt the non-linear oscillation model introduced in [47] . We consider a beam clamped at the base, and free at the tip. The beam caries at an arbitrary intermediate point s = d along its span a lumped mass M having a rotary inertia J. To simplify or mathematical model we introduce the conservative assumption that the beam is uniform, having constant length l, and mass m per unit length, respectively. As compared to its length, the thickness of the beam is assumed to be small. Moreover, in the following we ignore the effects of the rotary inertia and of the shearing deformations. Also the beam is assumed to have the important property of being inextensible. Note that this implies that the length of the beam neutral axis remains constant during the entire oscillatory motion. Then, with the help of the above assumptions, the potential energy V , due to the bending of the beam, can be written as
where EI is the modulus of flexural rigidity, ξ = s/l is the dimensionless arc length, and R(ξ, t) is the radius of curvature of the beam neutral axis. The kinetic energy T of the beam is given by
where η = d/l, a dimensionless quantity, is the relative position parameter of the attached inertia element, and θ is the slope of the elastica, given by sinθ = dy/ds. In order to simplify the mathematical analysis one expands first the kinetic and potential energies into power series, with the nonlinear terms retained up to fourth order. Then, by looking for an approximate single mode solution of the form y(ξ, t) = Φ(ξ)u(t), one obtains by simple calculations the discrete single mode, single coordinate cantilever beam Lagrangian as
where α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , α 4 , λ, and β 1 are constants. After a rescaling of the time coordinate and of the constants α i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, λ and β, we obtain the equation of motion corresponding to the Lagrangian (126) as [47] , [51] 
We write the above equation in the form
where α = α 3 / p 2 α 1 and β = 2α 4 / p 2 α 2 , where p 2 = Ω/β is the dimensionless frequency, and Ω is the frequency of the assumed mode of the associated linear beam [47] . We try to obtain some approximate solutions of Eq. (128) by using the analogy between Eq. (128) and Eq. (74). In order to exploit this analogy we first introduce the function g(u), satisfying the differential equation
where c 1 is an arbitrary constant of integration. In order to obtain an approximate solution of Eq. (128) we tentatively try to approximate the function
by g(u). To see if such an approximation is valid, we expand both g(u) and h(u) in power series near u = 0. We thus obtain
For c 1 = 0 Eq. (132) becomes
The function −g(u), as given by Eq. (132), is not a good approximation of h(u) for arbitrary β. However, for the particular case β = 2/3α we obtain
Therefore for this particular case, and in this order of approximation, Eqs. (128) and (74) are the same. Hence in Eq. (136) the ≈ sign could be substituted by the = sign. Thus, by approximating h(u) by g(u), it follows that the solution of Eq. (128) can be represented in an integral form as
Eq. (137) can be used as a starting point for obtaining some power series representations of the solutions of the large-amplitude free vibrations of the considered slender inextensible cantilever beam, which is assumed to be undergoing planar flexural vibrations. On the other hand it is important to mention that Eq. (137) may not hold for arbitrary β.
From a physical point of view the terms proportional to α in Eq. (128) are of inertia type. They are due to the kinetic energy of the axial motion, and they arise as a result of using the approximation of the inextensibility condition. The first of these two non-linear terms has a softening effect, while the second has a hardening effect [47] . On the other hand the term proportional to β in Eq. (128) is of a hardening static type, due to the potential energy stored in bending [47] . Therefore the condition β = (2/3)α can be interpreted as giving a specific condition relating the potential energy stored in the bending with the kinetic energy of the axial motion.
Discussions and final remarks
In the present paper we have considered a class of differential equations that can be obtained by considering a deformation of the phase space coordinates of the linear harmonic oscillator, while keeping unchanged the solution generating equation of the harmonic oscillations. The devised method is an application of the quantum mechanical approach to the harmonic oscillations to the classical regime. The basic quantities used in the present approach are the "creation" and "annihilation" functions a and a + , which in quantum mechanics are represented by Hermitic operators [35] , and the solution generating equation, constructed with the help of these functions. By deforming the phase space of the harmonic oscillator by adding two arbitrary functions f and g to the position and velocity coordinates, respectively, the solution generating equation leads to several classes of dissipative, non-linear ordinary second order differential equations, representing a non-linear generalization of the harmonic oscillator. The non-linear generalizations of the linear oscillations can be constructed by using a systematic approach based on the adopted form of the "deformation" and of the "annihilation" and "creation" functions. All the resulting equations have a first integral given by the first order differential equatioṅ x + f x + g = ω cot (ωt + α) .
An interesting question, intrinsically related to the methods developed in the present paper, is the important question of the isochronous nature of the solutions, that is, the independence of the amplitude of the oscillation on its frequency. As was shown in [26] , all equations that can be transformed to the linear harmonic oscillation equation do have this property. On the other hand, for all the solutions obtained in the present paper the angular frequency ω of the oscillations of the "deformed" system continues to remain the same as that of the linear oscillation. Therefore all the obtained solutions exhibits the property of amplitude independence of the frequency of oscillation, and the deformation of the phase space of the simple linear harmonic oscillator generates isochronous oscillating systems.
As some simple examples of applications of the obtained results in physics and engineering we have briefly discussed the possibility of obtaining exact travelling wave solutions of the general reactionconvection-diffusion systems, and approximate solutions for the nonlinear equation describing the large amplitude free vibrations of a uniform cantilever beam. The travelling wave equation for the general reactionconvection-diffusion systems belongs to the type of equations studied in the present paper, and as such it can be interpreted mathematically as being related to a phase space deformation of the harmonic oscillator equation. For variable diffusion, convection and reaction functions, satisfying some given relations, a large number of travelling wave solutions can be obtained. We have also presented a particular exact travelling wave solution, obtain by prescribing some specific functional forms for the functions D, B and Q.
Most of the mathematical studies of the reaction-convection-diffusion equations have been done by using either asymptotic evaluations, or qualitative methods. The usual way to study nonlinear reaction-diffusion equations similar to Eq. (107) consists of the analysis of the behavior of the system on a phase plane (du/dξ, u). This approach, useful for qualitative analysis, is insufficient for finding any exact solution, or for testing a numerical one. Finding exact analytical solutions of the complicated reaction-convection-diffusion models can considerably simplify the process of comparison of the theoretical predictions with the experimental data, without the need of using numerical procedures.
Even it presents strong similarities with the differential equations studied in the present paper, the equation (128) describing the nonlinear oscillations of uniform cantilever beams does not belong to the class of equations that can be obtained by deforming the linear harmonic oscillator equation. However, approximate semi-analytical solutions of the equation can be obtained under the assumption that the generalized anharmonic term, proportional to u 3 , can be approximated by the same function g that appears as the coefficient of the termu 2 in the exact solution. Of course the validity of such an approach must be checked by performing a full comparison between the exact numerical solution, and the different order approximations obtained by using the procedure introduced in the present paper.
